Abstract-It is a fundamental decision making process in container terminals to allocate container transporting works among ALVs. Nowadays, container terminals tend to be larger in storage space and more efficient in handling. As a result, estimations of ALV travel times could be inaccurate, the scale of ALV work allocation could be quite large, and a fixed handling sequence could be hardly ensured beforehand. Hence, it is presented a real-time dispatching method, consisting of an allocation model for instantaneous ALV dispatching, and a set of events which trigger a new instantaneous dispatching. A modified Hungarian Algorithm is applied to solve the instantaneous dispatching model, and it is verified that the modified Algorithm outperforms the original one, even CPLEX, in solving these allocation problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, following the trend of jumbo ships, container terminals are changing gradually so that they could serve larger ships. CMA-CGM has brought into uses several ships of 16000 TEUs, and Maersk will receive even larger container ships, with capacity up to 18000 TEUs, in the coming 2 years. It could be foreseen that, ships with capacity of no less than 16000 TEUs will be the mainstream on the main shipping lines between continents and, on shipping lines all over the world, larger ships will be used. Therefore, container terminals are seeking for larger storage capacity and higher handling efficiency. For instance, the Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) is designing new container terminal to be used in the following decades, able to hold 160,000 TEUs at least, and to achieve a throughput of 20 million TEUs per annum. Besides, construction of new terminals and renovation of current ones are ongoing in several ports worldwide.
In this paper, huge container terminal refers to terminals able to deal with jumbo ships, especially those ships with a capacity of no less than 16000 TEUs.
Besides the features of large storage capacity and high handling efficiency, in huge container terminals, the vehicle traffic is to enter into the storage area. As in the current automated container terminals (ACT), container blocks are arranged as strips, which are disposed in one row, all with one end closed to the berth line, and the other end away from it. In each block it is deployed an Automated Stacking Crane (ASC), which moves along the block strip, collecting a container from one end to some staking position in the block, or retrieving a container reversely (See Figures in [3-5, 7, 11, 15-16] , and the left part of Fig. 1 ). Hence, the vehicle traffic is limited between the quayside and the storage area. However, things are different in huge container terminals. In order to cope with the high efficiency of Quay Cranes (QC), it is required that the response time of ASC is short enough, hence the length of block strips have to be limited, so that ASCs won't waste much time on travelling. Accordingly, more than one row of blocks are in need, otherwise the total storage capacity would be insufficient. As a result, vehicles have to run into the storage area to serve the blocks away from the berth line, and a mesh-like traffic topology comes into being. Fig. 1 gives a comparison on vehicle traffics between the current automated container terminals and huge ones. Automated Lifting Vehicles (ALV) is a common vehicle transporting containers between the QCs and ASCs in ACTs. This vehicle is able to pick up and put down a container by itself, without the help of cranes. Accordingly, in a container handling system using ALVs, there is almost no need for cranes to wait for a tardy vehicle, or for vehicles to wait for a tardy crane vice versa. As a result, the QCs and ASCs could concentrate on container handling process. It is widely recognized that, container handling systems using ALVs, rather than some other vehicles, is more likely to reach a higher total handling efficiency.
ALVs follow a pick-up and delivery process in transporting containers between cranes. It is defined as a work that, transporting a container from a QC to an ASC during unloading a ship, or from an ASC to a QC during loading a ship. A work comes if some crane, QC during unloading process or ASC during loading process, has decided the container to be handled next. This container is to be caught up, and released to some handling point, on the ground near the crane. As soon as the work comes, some ALV isto be dispatched to this work. This ALV moves to the handling point, pick the container up and carries it to the destination crane. The work is finished when the container is put down on the handling point of the destination crane.
There are three difficulties in allocating works among ALVs in huge container terminals, as listed below.
Estimations of ALV travel times could be inaccurate. In a mesh-like traffic topology, vehicles are likely to be slowed down or stopped temporarily at intersections, and the speed of a vehicle could be limited if there is another vehicle ahead. Considering that the travel distances in huge container terminals may be much longer than in current ones, ignorance of this inaccuracy may make a great reduction to the performance of handling system.
The scale of ALV work allocation problem could be very large. The ALVs working simultaneously in a huge container terminal could be numerous. Thanks to the high efficiency of cranes, works come frequently in huge container terminals. In view of the inaccuracy in travel time estimation, it must be permitted that; one work allocated to some ALV could be allocated again to some other ALV without load, as far as the container is actually picked up. If so, the original ALV will be dispatched for some other work. Therefore, the works to be dispatched could be also numerous. The large problem scale required a fast speed to the method used in allocation.
A fixed handling sequence could be hardly ensured beforehand. In the work plans of container terminals, containers to be handled are divided into groups. It is pre-determined the handling order among groups, but not the order of containers in the same group. Cranes always decide the next container to be handled according to the working condition. In case that a new work arrives, the allocation must be executed once again, otherwise no ALV is to take this work. Hence, it is required that the allocation method is real-time, which could be repeated if necessary.
In this paper, it is presented a real-time ALV dispatching method, which calls for no pre-determined work sequence, and is capable of dealing with the inaccuracies in travel time estimation. An allocation model is proposed for instantaneous dispatching, which allocates only works that have come and have not been picked up. A set of trigger events is also proposed so that the instantaneous dispatching could be executed whenever needed. A modified Hungarian Algorithm is used to find the solution of an instantaneous dispatching. It is verified that this modified Algorithm could find a solution very quickly, even if the problem scale reaches up to one hundred. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. A literature review is given in Section 2. Detailed description to the instantaneous allocation model and trigger events are laid in section 3. The modified Hungarian Method is presented in section 4, as well as the results of numerical experiments. A conclusion is drawn in section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Dispatching and scheduling are both methods allocating container transporting works to vehicles. The difference lays in the information needed to carry out the allocation. A predictive work sequence, both with the arrival times of works, is required to carry out a scheduling. Accordingly, it is outputted by a scheduling when and which work to take for every vehicle. Yet no predicted arrival time, or even the specific order of coming works, is required for dispatching. Hence, the output of a dispatching includes only relationship between works and vehicles.
Vehicle dispatching problem and vehicle scheduling proble mare fully researched in container terminals. Dirk Briskron [3] described two formulations of the Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) dispatching problem in container terminals, one considering due times and the other not, based on the idea that estimations on operation times may be often unreliable. Results from simulation shows that the model excluding due times leads to higher productivity. In addition, he proposed a simulation model for the seaside processes at automated container terminal [4] , and compared two different AGV dispatching strategies. Martin Grunow [5] presented a simulation study of AGV dispatching strategies in a seaport container terminal, and it is compared on-line and off-line dispatching strategies. With traffic congestions neglected, the conclusion drawn from simulation results in this paper may be not convictive enough. Ebru K. Bish [6] proposed models and heuristic algorithms for vehicle dispatching problems for a single crane and multiple cranes respectively, in assumption that a set of vehicles are assigned for one ship, and the work sequence is pre-determined, which is not always the case in practice. Nguyen V D [7] proposed a mixed-integer programming model for the ALV dispatching problem in an automated container terminal. Similarly, some impractical assumptions are laid, such as the sequence of loading and unloading works is pre-determined, the cranes are always available for containers, and congestions of vehicles are not considered. Panagiotis Angeloudis [8] proposed a dispatching model and algorithm structured on a cost/benefit concept, according to unreliable information from terminal operations. An approach as measurement to terminal uncertainties is presented as well, and it is proved that the model and algorithm works better in lower uncertainty level. Loo Hay Lee [9] makes similar assumptions as in literature [7] , aside from the one that handling times of cranes are taken into consideration. It is proposed a mixed integer programming model to treat the vehicle dispatching for job sequences of multiple cranes, and a heuristic to solve the problem. Unfortunately, it could be referred from experiments that, in case the number of cranes and works are large, the computation time will be very long. Hassan Rashidi [10] defined and formulated the AGV dispatching problem as a Minimum Cost Flow model, and get it solved using a modified network simplex method. Several impractical assumptions are made such as the work sequence is pre-determined, no collisions, live-lock or dead-lock exists in transportation, and travel times between two points are provided. Binghuang Cai [11] seeks into the Straddle Carrier (SC) scheduling problem, which is treated as a Pickup and Delivery Problem with Time Windows, and a branch-and-bound based algorithm is used for solution. The traffic layout of Patrick Auto Strad container terminal is abstracted as network, and the travel times of a vehicle between two points is assumed deterministic. Riadh Moussi [12] studied the Lifting Vehicle (LV) scheduling problem at container terminal of Normandy in Le Havre port. Alike SCs, LVs are vehicles which could lift a container itself, while responsible for stacking and retrieving containers in storage yards as well. An integer programming model is built, based on assumptions including congestion-free traffic and fixed vehicle speed and travel distance. It is developed a generic algorithm, which is compared with simulating annealing algorithm in solving the problem. Hoai Minh Le [13] formulated the vehicle dispatching problem as a mixed integer programming model. It is proposed an algorithm combining DCA and branch-and-Bound method to solve the model. Wang Yuan [14] addressed an integrated vehicle dispatching problem in container terminals, and built a simulation platform to compare and evaluate different dispatching rules used in real time dispatching. Bradley Skinner [15] presents a GA-based optimization approach to solve the SC scheduling problem for container handling in the Patrick Auto Strad Terminal. The deterministic mathematical model is extended from a former one, and the proposed approach has been fully implemented in terminal operation. HamdiDkhil [16] presented a 0-1 integer programming model to resolve the planning of QC-AGV-ASC as a whole, under three different terminal layouts. It is verified that the algorithm is able to get a schedule of handling 500 containers in 1 minute.
Though great efforts has been devoted to the research of vehicle scheduling and dispatching problems in container terminals, some defects still exist, as listed below.
1. It could not always be pre-determined a definite work sequence in the near future. Even though a stowage plan is made, the actual sequence of unloading and loading is decided according to the working condition. Therefore, the assumption of predictable work sequence is impractical.
2. It is hard to make an accurate estimation of the actual travel times in huge container terminals. The velocity of vehicles may be slowed down when another vehicle is running ahead, or when it is passing some intersection. Hence, the assumption of fixed travel times between handling points is impractical, especially in huge container terminals.
3. It is worthy of discussion that, whether the time windows of works are to be considered during allocation. Thanks to the handling points in which containers could be stacked temporarily, tardiness of neither crane nor ALV have great impact on the handling efficiency of the whole handling system. However, considering the time windows, it will be rather time-consuming to solve allocation problems in large scales.
4. To the best of our knowledge, a practical real-time ALV dispatching method for huge container terminals has not been mentioned yet.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, it is proposed a real-time dispatching method for ALV work allocation in huge container terminals. It is used an event-driven method [18] [19] [20] , which consists of an allocation model for instantaneous dispatching, and a set of events which triggers a new instantaneous dispatching. Apart from the method, some details of ALV dispatching are also described, as is written below.
A. Some Details in ALV Dispatching
The scale of instantaneous ALV dispatching is related to the form of production organization in container terminals, that is, if an ALV could be dispatched to works from or to different QCs, or different ships. In case that the transporting works are separated by QCs, one ALV could only take works from or to one QC, and the scale of dispatching could be rather small. In case that works are separated by ships, one ALV could take works from QCs which are handling the same ship, and the scale of dispatching may be larger. In case that no separation is made, and one ALV could take works from all the QCs at the terminal, the scale of dispatching is likely to be very large. Generally, larger the dispatching scale is, the more time is needed to make a dispatching plan.
In view of the high efficiency of QCs and long travel distances in huge container terminals, pre-dispatching is an effective measure in keeping a high handling efficiency of the whole handling system. Some ALVs will be pre-dispatched to QCs unloading a ship, but with no work to take. These ALVs runs to the handling point of the QC it has been pre-dispatched, and waits there for a coming work. Once a container was put into the handling point of a QC with pre-dispatched ALVs, itcould be picked up quickly, freeing some space of the handling point. The pre-dispatching measure decreases the possibility that the unloading process of some QC is interrupted since its handling point is full.
B. The Allocation Model for Instantaneous Dispatching
The assumptions of the model is listed below 1. The number of ALVs assigned for QCs are sufficient roughly. It occurs not very often that the number of containers waiting to be picked up far exceeds the number of ALVs which could be dispatched.
2. Only one ALV is pre-dispatched to one QC when unloading some ship.
3. An ALV transports one container at a time.
The notations used are listed below. C A set of containers which has been caught by some spreader, and not picked up by ALV.
c The total number of elements in set C. Q A set of QCs which is unloading a ship. q The total number of elements in set Q. d The number of works to be considered in an instantaneous dispatching, added up by the number of containers to be transported, and some QCs which is to be pre-dispatched an ALV.
A A set of ALVs which could be dispatched to containers in C.
a The total number of elements in set A . 
i.e. Equation (2) is to ensure that every container transporting work or pre-dispatching is allocated to no more than one ALV. Equation (3) is to ensure that every ALV could be dispatched to no more than one container or QC. Equation (4) is to make as much dispatches as possible. Equation (5) gives priority to container transportation works over pre-dispatch works. Equation (6) is an estimation of the travel time if ALV j is dispatched to work i, depending on the travel distance and instant velocity of vehicle. Equation (7) formulates the decision variable of the model.
C. The Set of Trigger Events for a New Dispatching
A new instantaneous dispatching is triggered by a set of events, related to the arriving and finish of container transportation works, and the velocity fluctuation of ALVs. It is used a fixed time interval Δt, at the end of which the instant velocity of all vehicles dispatched is checked. Moreover, it is adopted a velocity scope [v j
for ALV j, depending on the instant velocity at the time of the last dispatching. In case that the instant velocity of some ALV at the end of a time interval exceeds this range, a new instantaneous dispatching is executed.
In summary, anew instantaneous dispatching is executed on either of the following events.
1. A container is caught by the spreader of some crane and is to be transported.
2. An ALV has just finished its last work. 3. At the end of some interval, the instant velocity of some ALV goes beyond the velocity scope determined in the last dispatching.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME Hungarian Algorithm (HA) is a famous algorithm for the classical assignment problem [17] , and it really works on the model proposed in this paper. As for the instant dispatching problems in huge container terminals, the scope of the matrix T may be larger than one hundred, and the elements in the matrix is likely to be closed to each other. It is found that, in such matrices, the computational time using HA may be extremely long. Hence, it is presented a Modified Hungarian Algorithm (MHA) which we thought suitable especially for the instant dispatching model.
A. Hungarian Algorithm and the Defect
Before HA is used, the time estimation matrix T should be changed at first, into a square matrix by adding fake ALVs or transporting works. In case a container is dispatched with a fake ALV, no ALV is actually to take this container; in addition, the ALVs dispatched to fake containers are to go back to the parking area. In the algorithm, container works is listed in columns, and ALVs is listed in rows. The notations used in the Algorithm are listed below.
N the scale of the problem, where N = Max(d,a) . X the matrix consisting of x ij , which is defined in section 3.2.
u i the dual decision variable of rowi. v j the dual decision variable of columnj. c ij the cost of rowi if assigned to columnj. C the matrix consisting of c ij . q ij correlation variables. Ifrowj is "qualified" forcolumni, then q ij = 1; else q ij = 0.
Q the matrix consisting of q ij . Approximately, HA could be divided into 5 steps in general, identified from step 1 to 5 as follows. A loop cycle lies between step 2 and 4, in which the qualified matrix Q is justified step by step, till a best solution is found.
Step 1: Initialize the dual variables u i for each row and v j for each column.
Step 2: Determine the matrix Q. The elements q ij is decided as following.
Step 3: Assign as many rows to those qualified columns as possible, which means the Equation (9) and (10) are kept. This process is done using an initial assigning approach, and another point-based approach to ensure that the number of rows assigned to qualified columns reaches the maximum [17] . If all the N rows are assigned to some column, then go to step 5; else, go to step 4.
Step 4: Justify the dual variables, and go to step 2.
Step 5: Record the assignment scheme and end the algorithm.
As presented in literature [17] , step 3 is achieved by seeking for augmenting paths using a point-based search method. This method starts from a qualified point in a column with no row assigned to it, searching repeatedly in row for an assigned point then in column for a qualified but not assigned point. In case that the point found finally lies in a row with no column assigned, an augmenting path could be determined by backtracking the points found. The number of assignment achieved could be added by one, if the assigned points are set unassigned, and the unassigned points are set assigned along the augmenting path. The maximum number of assignments is reached, only if no more augmenting path could be found in the matrix.
Although effective, this points based search method may be time consuming owing to large number of points recorded during the searching process. Forillustration, an experiment is designed, in which 2000 random generated instances are solved using HA, in which it is collected their execution times (time, in seconds), the iteration times (iter), and the numbers of points recorded (pn), respectively. Following this, the averages of these four indexes are calculated, and the three instances with largest execution times are listed out. The elements in these instance matrices are generated between 0 and 100 following uniform distribution. The experiment is carried out 3 times, each with the problem scale (N) set 50, 100, and 150. The algorithm is coded using SIMPLE++, and the experiments of this paper are all run on a Dell precision 4600 laptop in Windows XP. The results are shown in Fig. 2 -4 , and Table I . The figures and table tell that: 1. It is undoubted that the execution time is linear with the number of points recorded during solution process. The more points recorded, the longer execution time will be. Moreover, this linear relation seems stronger when the elements are closer to each other.
2. There are some hard instances, whose solution time and number of promising points recorded exceeds the average level quite a lot. This time gap, as well as the number of promising points recorded, increases while the problem scale becomes larger and larger. It could be concluded from the results of the experiment that, due to the massive records the point-based search may leaveduring solving process, HA is inadequate to ensure against extreme long execution time. For the purpose that a solution could be ensured in a reasonable time limitation, a procedure with fewer records is recommended. 
B. The Modified Hungarian Algorithm and the Performance
In order to keep the computation time in control, it is raised an edge labeling method used in searching for augmenting paths. Owing to the one-to-one assignment between rows and columns, this method records every time a promising edge, either a row or a column, rather than a promising point. Following this method, the amount of records needed when searching for augmenting paths may decline, for the reasons listed below.
1. Only the promising edges are given a character string as a record, no matter how many promising points lay in them. In the point-based searching, in case no augmenting path is found from a promising point, the search moves on to the next following promising point in the same column, and extra records will be made. However, no extra search is to be executed, if using an edge labeling method. During a search process, each edge is recorded only once.
2. In each step of iteration, the records irrelevant to any augmenting paths were kept by the edge labeling method, and could be used again in the following steps, rather than cleared and valued again. Hence, the total amount of records made during the whole solving process reduces.
A label string for some edge, row or column, consists of an edge index and several segments. The edge index indicates whether the label is derived from a row (valued "R") or from a column (valued "C"). The segments are used to trace possible routes for augmenting paths. Each segment contains an integer that is recorded as string format, and a "_" following it. A label string could be lengthened by adding extra segments behind it. In case an unassigned qualified point could be found in a labeled column, an augmenting path could be determined by tracing those correlative label strings. Otherwise, similar searching procedure is carried out from rows, after which the dual variables are justified according to the labels. Table II and III gives a simple example of finding augmenting path and justifying the solution using this method. String labels are recorded in the first row and the first column in Table 2 , while it is presented in the rest of the table a 5 order matrix Q. An asterisk in coordinate (x,y) means row x is assigned to column y. In this example, an augmenting path could be found easily chasing the edge labels, following the elements with gray background. Table IV and V gives a simple example of justifying dual variables according to the labels, so as to find a solution. In the 5 order matrix in the center of the Table  IV , the dual variables are all 0, and at most 4 assignment could be found. The dual variables with a label started by "C" are to be justified with the minimal difference, among values in the grey grids subtracted by corresponding dual variables. After the justification, a solution could easily be found, as is shown in Table V .
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the edge labeling method, similar experiments are conducted as described in section 3.1 is conducted. MHA is executed to solve 2000 randomly generated instances, in scale of 50, 100 and 150 respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5 -7, and in Table IV. Table VI is conclusive evidence that the edge labeling method is effective. The gap using MHA between average execution time and extreme long execution time is brought closer, and the average execution time is shortened in half roughly, compared to HA. In order to validate that MHA is able to solve the hard instances met while using HA much faster, another experiment is designed here. First it is collected using HA 50 instances, in the solution process of which the number of points recorded reaches Mpn. Then these instances are solved again usingMHA, and the solving times of these two algorithms (in seconds) are compared in table VII. The experiments are carried out in scale of 50, 100 and 150 respectively. The results show that the hard instances met using HA could be solved with MHA in a reasonable time limit successfully and this limit won't increase sharply as the problem scale grows. It is proved that MHA outperforms HA due to shorter average and maximum execution time of hard instances.
C. Comparison using MHA to CPLEX
In order to test further the performance of MHA, it is conducted some extra comparative experiments, in which MHA is compared with CPLEX, by solving randomly generated instances in different scales. Suppose that the elements in the matrices are integral random numbers between 0 and M, and the scale of a matrix is N. In this experiment, N is first valued 50, 100, 150 and 200 sequentially, and in each case, M is valued N, 2N, 3N, and 4N, respectively. For each set of N and M, 50 random matrices are generated and solved, each using MHA and CPLEX, while the average solving time and the average iteration times of the former two is recorded. The results are shown in Table VIII and Fig. 8 -11 . It is obvious from the results of the experiments that, MHA outperforms CPLEX in solving matrices in the ALV dispatching problems at huge container terminals. According to the characteristics in huge container terminals, this paper proposed a real-time vehicle dispatching model for the ALV dispatching problem. This model consists of a simple allocation model which makes an instantaneous ALV dispatching, and a set of trigger events, on which a new instantaneous dispatching is executed. Owing to the features that the scale of the problem may be large and the elements in the problem matrix are often closed to each other, a modified Hungarian Algorithm is applied to solve the problem. Experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the modified algorithm in solving this problem. Future research could be concentrated in the implementation of this real-time ALV dispatching method.
